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Abstract This paper proposes a High Performance Cuckoo Search Algorithm (HPCSA) for deter-

mining suitable operation parameters of the optimal wind-hydro-thermal system scheduling

(OWHTSS) problem. The objective of the problem is to reach the lowest electricity generation cost

of thermal power plants (TPPs) and wind power plants (WPPs) while exactly meeting all constraints

of TPPs, WPPs and hydroelectric plants (HEPs). HPCSA is formed by applying improvements on

the two main techniques of original Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) to cover CSA’ drawbacks

such as searching random solution spaces, always using two random solutions for getting a jumping

step and suffering from slow convergence. HPCSA accompany with CSA, Adaptive CSA (ACSA),

Snap-Drift CSA (SDCSA) and Water Cycle Algorithm (WCA) are run for solving four test systems

in which the largest and complicated system is comprised of four TPPs, four HEPs and two WPPs

with the uncertain wind feature. The result comparisons indicate that HPCSA is superior to applied

and previous methods, and other modified versions of CSA in the literature in terms of better cost,

higher stability, faster search ability and higher success rate. As a result, it leads to a conclusion that

HPCSA is a strong metaheuristic algorithm for solving OWHTSS problem.
� 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria

University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Optimal HTS operation in a short-term period (ST-OHTSO) is
one of the most valuable problems in power systems as TPPs
and HEPs are integrated in a common system to produce
and supply electricity to loads over multi-time periods, 24 sin-

gle hours or some days within one week. The problem aims to
reduce the electricity generation cost of all TPPs and exactly
meet all constraints of TPPs, HEPs and the system [1]. ST-

OHTSO problem is classified into variable head ST-OHTSO
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Nomenclature

asi, bsi, csi, asi, bsi The ith TPP’s cost function coeeficent

ahj, bhj, chj The jth HEP’s discharges coefficients
@ Randomly produced number in [0, 1]
DSos

Smallest The smallest step size of the sth solution
DSos

Medium The medium step size of the sth solution

DSos
Largest The largest step size of the sth solution

DFts1-s2 Fitness deviation of the solution s1 and solution s2
ewf Direct price of the wfth WPP ($/MWh)

Ftmean Mean fitness of all solutions
Ftmin The lowest fitness of population
Fts1, Fts2 Fitness value of the two solutions

Fts, Fts
new Fitness value of the sth solution and the sth new

solution
gwf Underestimation price of the wfth WPP ($/MWh)
hwf Overestimation price of the wfth WPP ($/MWh)

Ihj,m, qhj,m Inflow and discharge of HEP j over the mth per-
iod

Itermax Maximum number of iterations

m,M Time period index and number of periods
MNsp Maximum number of solution pairs
Ntp Number of TPPs

Nhp Number of HEPs
Ncsp Number of potential solution pairs
Psi,max, Psi,min Maximum power and minimum power of

the ith TPP
Psi,m Power of the ith TPP at the interval m
Pwwf,m Generated power from of the wfth WPP at the mth

period

Pswf,m Scheduled power from the wfth WPP at the mth

period
PLoad,m, PLoss,m Power demand and loss over the mth period
Phj,min, Phj,max Minimum and maximum power of the HEP

j

Pwwf,min, Pwwf,max Minimum and maximum power of the
wfth WPP

Pwwf,rate The wfth WPP’s rated power

Ps Population size
qhj,max, qhj,min Maximum and minimum discharge limits of

the HEP j

Sos, Sos
new The sth old and new solutions

Tollow Lower bound of tolerance
Tolup Upper bound of tolerance
Vhj,min, Vhj,max Minimum and maximum reservoir volumes

of the HEP j
Vhj,m Reservoir volume of the HEP j at the end of the

period m

Vhj,Available Available water in the HEP j
Vhj,Require The jth HEP reservoir volume requested after one

operation day

Vwwf,m The wfth WPP’s wind speed over the mth period
Vwwf,ci Lower bound of wind speed for power generation

in the wfth WPP

Vwwf,co Upper bound of wind speed for power generation
in the wfth WPP

Vwwf,rate The wfth WPP’s rated wind speed
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(VH-ST-OHTSO) problem and fixed head ST-OHTSO (FH-

ST-OHTSO) problem due to the different models of water
head during considered periods. The comer considers the
change of head after each interval due to the deviation between

inflows and discharge while the latter supposes that the devia-
tion is very small and the head remains unchanged. The unlike
head models lead to the different functions of generation, a

volume and discharge function for VH-ST-OHTSO and a dis-
charge function for FH-ST-OHTSO problem [2]. In the FH-
ST-OHTSO problem, there are two study cases in which the
first case ignores reservoir volume constraints but considers

the constraint of total available water [1–13] while the second
case takes the reservoir volume constraints into account [14–
36]. Both limits of reservoirs and reservoir volume balance

are the difficult constraints of the second case. So, the second
case is more complicated in comparison with the first case and
it is selected to be a study case in the paper together with power

generation from WPPs with the consideration of wind speed
uncertainty. In recent years, clean energy resources, especially
wind energy received a huge number of attentions from almost

all countries around the world. A general policy of all nations
is to reduce the use of power energy from conventional power
plants that damage healthy and life of people, produce pol-
luted emissions and increase the green house effects. Instead,

renewable energy resources (RESs) such as solar and wind
are being encouraged and arising as a highly effective power.
Nowadays, more and more applications of RESs are inte-
grated in many engineering fields and operation problems such

as the combination of heat, cooling and power system with
wind turbines [37], the use of a hybrid wind and photovoltaic
system for supplying power energy to buildings [38], optimal

flow power problem [39] and economic load dispatch problem
[40–41].

In the paper, TPPs, HEPs and WPPs are integrated to pro-

duce and transmit electricity to customers for one working day
with twenty-four periods in which fixed head model is consid-
ered for HEPs. The problem can be called optimal scheduling
of WHTS (OWHTSS). The key task of OWHTSS problem is

to find the best operation parameters for all plants that lead
to the smallest electric generation cost and the exact satisfac-
tion of all constraints from TPPs, HEPs, WPPs and power sys-

tems. In the fixed-head model, discharge is a function of
hydroelectric generation and other given coefficients. Both dis-
charge and generation are limited within operating boundaries

such as the minimum and maximum discharge, and the mini-
mum and maximum generation. In addition, the minimum
and maximum volume of reservoirs are also constrained in

the fixed head model. To reach good solutions of the
OWHTSS problem, we propose a HPCSA method and apply
four other popular and effective methods such as Water Cycle
algorithm (WCA) [41], Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) [42],

Adaptive Cuckoo Search Algorithm (ACSA) [30], and Snap
drift cuckoo search algorithm (SDCSA) [43]. It is emphasized
that all the five implemented methods are population-based
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algorithms with different features from evolution algorithms
[2,18], and [44,45] and the latest algorithms [46–51]. CSA
and WCA are original methods meanwhile the proposed

HPCSA in the paper and two other previously developed
methods including ACSA [30] and SDCSA [43] are the three
modified versions of CSA. Evolution algorithms are comprised

of Real Coded Genetic algorithm (RCGA) [44], Nondomi-
nated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [45], Differen-
tial Evolution (DE) [2], and Evolutionary Programming (EP)

[18]. The latest algorithms consist of Salp Swarm Algorithm
(SSA) [46], Sunflower Optimization Algorithm (SFO) [47],
Heap-Based Optimizer (HBO) [48], Chimp Algorithm (CA)
[49], Jellyfish Algorithm (JA) [50] and Equilibirium Optimizer

(EO) [51]. These methods are not effective in solving the
OWHTSS problem, especially for the largest systems of the
OWHTSS problem with four TPPs, four HEPs and two WPPs.

As stated in the study [52], these evolution algorithms had a
slow convergence rate and a poor computation effectiveness.
Meanwhile, the largest system has a high number of decision

variables, a high number of dependent of variables, and a high
number of equality constraints regarding reservoir volume bal-
ance and power balance. After finding these decision variables,

two main issues are the violation of power balance and reser-
voir volume balance. Volume of reservoir will be corrected if
the volume balance constraint is violated. Next, discharge
and power generation of hydroelectric plants must be penal-

ized as a result. Then, power balance constraint is checked
and penalty term will be applied for the first thermal power
plant’s power output. The decision variables obtained by using

the evolution operator of these evolutionary algorithms at
each computation iteration are not optimal due to the con-
straint violation. The constraint handling effort makes difficul-

ties in generating effective decision variables and it becomes a
main shortcoming of these evolution algorithms [52]. The main
drawback is also found as applying these latest algorithms and

they also cope with the same difficulty as evolutionary algo-
rithms. Disadvantages of the latest methods can be explained
as follows:

(1) Use one solution update technique for each iteration
and search around current old solutions by randomly
using one step or two steps without certain basics. For

each iteration, only one new solution generation is cre-
ated and evaluated. Then, all the existing solutions are
compared for retaining the most effective solution set

and bring the retained set to the next generation. The
diversity of search process is not exploited over the num-
ber of iterations. As new solutions are found around
their old solutions by adding one or two steps randomly,

these methods have to cope with two major shortcom-
ings: 1) search around ineffective solutions many times
but search around effective spaces only a few times even

one time; 2) the distance from the old solutions to new
solutions are calculated by using the same way, either
the deviation of two random solutions (called one step)

or the deviation of four random solutions (called two
steps). In solving the studied problem, control and
dependent variables of valid solutions may belong to dif-

ferent search spaces and even these search spaces are so
far from each other. If solutions fall into local zones in
some first iterations, the applied search mechanism only
focus on the zones and there are no enough large steps
for jumping out the zone and approaching other zones.

So, the main shortcomings avoid finding different valid
spaces for different control and dependent variables.
As a result, the success rate of the methods for solving

the problem is very low.
(2) Use the same method of generating optimal solutions

for from the first to the last iteration. These methods
easily fall into inefficient spaces with local optimal solu-

tions and hardly escape the trapped spaces. Basically,
large search spaces need to be explored in some first iter-
ations and then ineffective spaces must be eliminated for

giving more search chances to other effective spaces.
There may be many solutions satisfying all constraints
of the problem but the solutions with good quality

and low cost function are few. So, these algorithms can-
not achieve good results as expected.

On the contrary to these evolution and latest algorithms,

CSA has two solution update techniques where Lévy flights
distribution is employed in the first technique and mutation
is the second technique. The major differences between CSA

and other methods are Lévy flights distribution and two solu-
tion update processes in each iteration. Lévy flights distribu-
tion supports the first solution update process in expanding

search zones while the mutation technique exploits the zones
effectively. To reach the Lévy flights-based large steps, the
deviation between the best solution and a considered solution

is multiplied by the Lévy flights distribution. The Lévy flights
distribution can generate a very high random number, result-
ing in a very large step. So, new solutions of the first technique
can fall into new search zones, which are so far from the pre-

vious zones. In the mutation technique, a uniform distribution
producing random number within 0 and 1 and the deviation
between two random solutions are multiplied to form a smaller

step. The new solutions of the second technique are nearby old
solutions. If the new search zones found by the first technique
have promising solutions, the second technique will seek these

promising solutions in the zones more carefully. The combina-
tion of exploration and exploitation becomes a powerful tool
for handling complex constraints and producing valid solu-
tions with the high effectiveness. CSA was successfully and

widely applied for different optimization problems in electrical
engineering, such as optimal wind farm design [53], optimal
HTS operation [54], fault analysis and detection for wind tur-

bines [55], and efficient energy management in smart buildings
and houses [56]. However, there have been a lot of improved
versions of CSA so far due to its limitation of searching capa-

bility for complex problems containing many local zones and
non-differential objective functions. In general, the main dis-
advantage of CSA is to select the best setting for mutation fac-

tor that can balance the performance of the global search and
the local search. Thus, a high number of researches has aimed
to the weak points of CSA [28–32,43,57–64]. Among the stud-
ies, SDCSA utilizes a high modification numbers on main

mechanisms and mutation factor. The study pointed out the
time-consuming disadvantage due to the different settings of
the mutation factor and its solution was to use an adaptive

mutation factor instead of setting the mutation factor within
0.0 and 1.0. However, the initial point of the adaptive muta-
tion factor plays an important role and it should be set to three

values including 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. Hence, the adaptive factor
may not be a suitable and robust solution for this issue. In
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addition, the study also proposed three different formulas for
local search strategy instead of a sole method like conventional
CSA [42]. The conditions for using the three formulas are

based on randomizations. Consequently, the improvement
level of SDCSA over CSA is not certain and the performance
of SDCSA may be low for other problems excluding bench-

mark optimization functions [43].
In this paper, two modifications are proposed on CSA to

form HPCSA with intent to get good solutions, a high success,

and a quicker convergence and a high stability. As a result, two
main mechanisms of local and global search phases are
improved. For testing the performance of HPCSA and other
ones, four study cases are performed and discussed. In the

study, the novelties are stated as follows:

Develop Wind-Hydro-Thermal Systems optimally sched-

uled in a short-term period. The fixed water head of hydro-
electric plants and valve point loading effects of thermal
power plants are considered in the systems

Consider uncertainty of wind characteristic
Propose HPCSA method with powerful performance.

As applying HPCSA for OWHTSS problem, promising
results are obtained and the contributions of the study are sig-
nificant as follows;

1. Successfully solve OWHTSS problem. The suitable electric-
ity generation cost is reached and all constraints are exactly
handled

2. The proposed HPCSA can reach the highest success rate of
100% for all systems whereas that of WCA, CSA, ACSA
and SDCSA is smaller

3. HPCSA can reach lower electricity generation costs, better
stability, and faster speed than WCA, CSA, ACSA and
SDCSA.

The organization of this paper are as follows. Literature
review is presented in Section 2. The OWHTSS problem’s for-
mulation is presented in the Section 3. CSA and HPCSA with

proposed mechanisms and modifications are explained in Sec-
tion 4. The application of HPCSA for the OWHTSS problem
is mathematically formulated and detailed in Section 5. Four

considered systems, obtained results and analyzed are given
in Section 6. Lastly, Section 7 conclude and confirm the value
of the work.

2. Literature review

The FH-ST-OHTSO problem has attracted a huge number of

researchers and there have been many potential algorithms
including conventional and modern algorithms. Applied algo-
rithms were used for the problem to be GSBA [14], NA [14],
SAA [15], EPAVs [16–21], PSOVs [22–26] and [33], CSO

[27], CSAVs [28–32], IHS [34], COS [35] and CGWO-DA
[35]. Among the applied algorithms, only GSBA [14] and
NA [14] are not meta-heuristic algorithms and mainly employ

Lagrange optimization function. The two mentioned methods
suffer from significant shortcomings such as not application
for non-differential function and ineffectiveness for large-

scale systems. Unlike GSBA and NA, other metaheuristics
and their improved versions more successfully deal with the
difficulties and reach much better results such as shorter time
and higher accuracy. Among a group of four methods includ-
ing SSA, EPA, CSA and CSO, CSO and CSA seem to be more

powerful about the quality of solutions and the success rate
but CSO’s speed was not reported and concluded. CSA out-
performed others in terms of fuel cost, the mean solution, pop-

ulation, and the number of iterations. On the contrary, SSA is
the least powerful method with the highest fuel cost and the
slowest speed even the applied test was a one TPP-one HEP

system operated over six periods. By using different proposed
mutation mechanisms, and Gaussian and Cauchy distribu-
tions, improved versions of EPA were developed like
Improved EPA (IEPA) [19], Fast IEPA (FIEPA) [19],

Enhanced FIEPA (EFIEPA) [19], Hybrid EPA (HEPA) [20]
and Running Fast EPA (RFEPA) [21]. Finally, the improved
EPA methods have found more potential results than EPA

in [16–18]. Similarly, CSA was also improved by proposing
effective modifications such as the use of one evaluation
round, the use of Gaussian, Cauchy and Lévy distributions

instead of a uniform distribution, and the applications of mod-
ified mutation techniques. Namely, these improved methods
include CSA with one evaluation round and Cauchy distribu-

tion (OECSA-CD) [28], CSA with one evaluation round and
Le´vy distribution (OECSA-LD) [28], CSA with Gaussian dis-
tribution (CSA-GD) [29], CSA with Cauchy distribution
(CSA-CD) [29], CSA with Le´vy distribution (CSA-LD) [29],

Adaptive CSA (ACSA) [30], Improved CSA (ICSA) [31],
Modified CSA (MCSA) [32], and Adaptive Selective CSA
(ASCSA) [32]. These CSA variants were developed for the

applications to larger scale systems and a higher challenge of
a non-differential function. The comparison of results showed
Lévy distribution was superior to Cauchy and Gaussian distri-

butions, and one evaluation round could be faster than two
evaluation rounds. However, the real robustness of one evalu-
ation was not demonstrated persuasively because only a very

simple system with one TPP and one HEP system using differ-
ential functions was run. ASCSA has applied a modified muta-
tion technique and it successfully solved three complex
problems.

In recent years, WPPs have been integrated with TPPs,
HEPs, or HTSs. The optimal power generation of WPPs and
TPPs was successfully determined by applying ABCA [40]

and WCA [41]. Then, the integration of WPPs and TPPs is
expanded by considering HEPs to form optimal WHTS oper-
ation problem. Optimal solutions of this problem were success-

fully reached by NSGA-III [65], BCOA [66], NADA [67],
MPSO [68], MIPA [69], and SCA [70]. Generally, all the
applied metaheuristics have been run for the purpose of pre-
senting the implementation process and proving a highly suc-

cessful possibility of satisfying all constraints rather than
proving a robustness and a fast search ability. Consequently,
the real performance of these methods is still a question.

3. Formulation of optimal wind-hydro-thermal system scheduling

problem

The Wind-Hydro-Thermal system is the combination of WPPs
and conventional HTSs in order to supply power energy to
loads for operation. The combined system is comprised of

Nwf WPPs, Nhp HEPs and Ntp TPPs. Fig. 1 shows a typical
Wind-Hydro-Thermal system supplying electricity to loads at



Fig. 1 An example of the wind-hydro-thermal system.
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the mth interval. The main objective and constraints of the
OWHTSS problem are presented as follows:

3.1. Objective function

3.1.1. The cost modeling for thermal plant

As reported by the Department of Energy [71], the use of energy
resources in the world for generating electricity will significantly

grow. Especially, fossil fuels used in TPPs account for a big rate
of the world electricity supply and they will be out of resources in
the future. Furthermore, the fuel sources are very expensive for

producing electricity power energy. So, the cost of generating
electricity from purchasing the fuels such as coal, gas and oil
in TPPs must be considered as a core objective that need to be
minimized. The total fuel cost (TFC) of all Ntp thermal power

plants operating in a day with twenty-four hours (M= 24) is
expressed as a quadratic function below [1]:

TFC ¼
XNtp

i¼1

XM
m¼1

as;i þ bs;iPsi;m þ cs;i Psi;mð Þ2 ð1Þ

As taking the consideration of valve effects in power
increase and decrease process, TFC in Eq. (1) is replaced with

the following discrete form [32].

TFC ¼
XNtp

i¼1

XM
m¼1

asi þ bsiPsi;m þ csi Psi;mð Þ2
�

þ asi � sin bsi � Psi;min � Psi;mð Þð Þ�� ��� ð2Þ
3.1.2. The cost model for wind power

Wind stations can be owned by the state power companies (SPC)
or private power producers (PPP). If wind stations belong to
SPC, the electricity generation cost of wind stations is the cheap-
est and can be ignored owing to no fuel consumption. Otherwise,
the contract signed by PPP and independent system operator for
purchasing and selling scheduled power should take such cost
into account [72]. One of the challenges of encompassing wind
power in system grids is an instability of the wind speed, leading
the power output of wind stations can be over or under the
scheduled power [73]. This requires different costs for wind
power to be direct cost, underestimation cost and overestimation
cost [73]. These costs based upon the comparison between the
real and scheduled outputs of wind power are regarded as a part
of the objective function in the problem. The mentioned terms
are explained in details as follows:

Direct cost of wind power

The wind power cost bought from WPPs is called as the
direct cost. This cost only exists as the WPPs is owned by
PPP and the contract of purchasing and selling scheduled
power is signed by PPP and independent system operator. If
the WPPs are owned by the system operator, this cost is
neglected due to no fuel consumption [72,74]. Otherwise, the
cost has to be included and mathematically modelled by [74]:

Cdwf Pswf

� � ¼ ewf:Pswf ð3Þ
Underestimation cost of wind power

Normally, the scheduling of real power generation by all

available power plants is first formed. The presence of the wind
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power in power systems can lead to an effect on the initial
plan. The cause comes from the uncertainty of the wind speed
characteristic, leading to the error forcast’s operators. The

operators may overestimate or underestimate the wind power
availability as compared to scheduled generation power of
WPPs. The underestimation appears when the predicated

power is smaller than the actual power generated by the WPPs.
Therefore, the surplus amount will be wasted and the opera-
tors have to pay an additional cost of the surplus wind power

energy for PPP. The underestimation cost for the wfth WPP is
mathematically formulated by [74,75]:

Cuwf Pwwf � Pswf

� � ¼

gwf

Pwwf;rate � Pswf

� �
exp � V

kwwf
wwf;rate

c
kwwf
wwf

 !
� exp � V

kwwf
wwf;co

c
kwwf
wwf

 !" #

þ Pwwf;rate :Vwwf;ci

Vwwf;rate�Vwwf;ci
þ Pswf

� �
exp � V

kwwf
wwf;rate

c
kwwf
wwf

 !
� exp � V

kwwf
1

c
kwwf
wwf

 !" #

þ Pwwf;rate :cwwf
Vwwf;rate�Vwwf;ci

� � C 1þ 1
kwwf

� �
;

V
kwwf
1

c
kwwf
wwf

 !" #

�C 1þ 1
kwwf

� �
;

V
kwwf
wwf;rate

c
kwwf
wwf

 !" #
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

where

V
kwwf
1 ¼ Vwwf;ci þ Pwwf

Pwwf;rate

Vwwf;rate � Vwwf;ci

� � ð4Þ

where Pswf and Pwwf are the scheduled power and generated

power from the wfth WPP, respectively.

Overestimation cost of wind power

In contrast to the underestimation cost, the overestimation
cost happens as the predicted power is higer than the actual

power produced from the WPPs. It will lead to a power short-
age amount that wind stations cannot supply enough power
energy to load as signed in the contract. For handling this

problem, the best solution for the operator is to purchase some
power from the conventional power plants such as HEPs and
TPPs. The model of the overestimation cost of the wfth WPP is
given by [74,75]:

Cowf Pswf � Pwwf

� � ¼

hwf

Pswf 1� exp � V
kwwf
wwf;ci

c
kwwf

wwf

 !
þ exp � V

kwwf
wwf;co

c
kwwf

wwf

 !" #

þ Pwwf;rate :Vwwf;ci

Vwwf;rate�Vwwf;ci
þ Pswf

� �
exp � V

kwwf
wwf;ci

c
kwwf

wwf

 !
� exp � V

kwwf
1

c
kwwf

wwf

 !" #

þ Pwwf;rate :cwwf
Vwwf;rate�Vwwf;ci

� � C 1þ 1
kwwf

� �
;

V
kwwf
1

c
kwwf

wwf

 !" #

�C 1þ 1
kwwf

� �
;

V
kwwf

wwf;ci

c
kwwf

wwf

 !" #
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775
ð5Þ
3.2. The cost model for hydro plant

A huge difference between HEPs and TPPs is that HEPs must
pay a huge initial investment cost but their electricity genera-

tion fuel cost is very low and can be neglected [76]. Derived
from view point, HEPs will produce electricity to loads with-
out the consideration of cost but their constraints regarding
hydraulic issues and generators must be seriously supervised.

3.3. The objective of OWHTSS problem

The intention of the Wind-Hydro-Thermal system operation is
to fully exploit the power from HEPs but reduce TFC of TPPs

and WPPs as much as possible. As a result, the objective is
formed as follows [68]:

ReduceTFC ¼PNtp

i¼1

PM
m¼1 asi þ bsiPsi;m þ csi Psi;mð Þ2
�

þ asi � sin bsi � Psi;min � Psi;mð Þð Þ�� ���

þPNwf

wf¼1

PM
m¼1

Cdwf;m Pswf;m

� �þ Cuwf;m Pwwf;m � Pswf;m

� �
þCowf;m Pswf;m � Pwwf;m

� �
 !

ð6Þ
3.4. Analysis of the wind model

3.4.1. Power generation

Power generation of WPPs is mainly dependent on wind speed,

air density and area of blades as shown in Eq. (7). In the equa-
tion, area of blades, which is a constant, is a simple factor
meanwhile wind speed, which is a variable, is a complicated

factor. So, previous studies mainly focused on the determina-
tion of wind speed rather than calculating the area [77]. For
a general case dependent on wind speed, power generation
can be plotted in Fig. 2 and expressed in Eq. (8) [77].

PWwwf;m ¼
0 Vwwf;m < Vwwf;ci;Vwwf;m > Vwwf;co

� �
1
2
q� A� Vwwf

3; Vwwf;ci � Vwwf;m � Vwwf;rate

� �
PWwwf;rate; Vwwf;rate � Vwwf;m � Vwwf;co

� �
8><
>:

ð7Þ

Pwwf;m ¼
0; Vwwf;m < Vwwf;ci;Vwwf;m > Vwwf;co

� �
Pwwf;rate � Vwwf;m�Vwwf;cið Þ

Vwwf;rate�Vwwf;cið Þ ; Vwwf;ci � Vwwf;m � Vwwf;rate

� �
Pwwf;rate; Vwwf;rate � Vwwf;m � Vwwf;co

� �

8>>><
>>>:

ð8Þ
3.4.2. Wind power probability function

The Weibull distribution function is the most popular function
and the most widely used function to describe a wind speed fre-
quency curve. As introduced, Cumulative Distribution Func-

tion (CDF) and probability density function (pdf) of wind
speed have the following forms [78]:

CDF ¼ 1� exp � Vwwf

cwwf

� �kwwf
" #

;Vwwf � 0 ð9Þ

pdf ¼ kwwf
cwwf

� �
� Vwwf

cwwf

� �kwwf�1

� exp � Vwwf

cwwf

� �kwwf
" #

;Vwwf > 0

ð10Þ
where cwwf and kwwf are the scale factor and shape factor at the
wfth wind farm, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows Weibull pdf curves with three values of shape
factor kw (kw = 1, 2 and 3) and a fixed value of scale factor



Fig. 2 A typical wind turbine characteristic.
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value cw (cw = 10). The probability of distribution wind speed
from 0 to 20 m/s is different for the same wind speed of the
three curves. The shape of the curves with kw = 2 and

kw = 3 is like and different from that of the curve with
kw = 1. In the kw = 1 curve, the probability of lower wind
speed is higher and the highest speed of 20 m/s has the lowest

probability. In the kw = 2 curve, the wind speeds nearby 7 m/s
have the highest probability while the probability of other
speeds far from the 7 m/s speed tends to be decreased gradu-
ally. The probability of wind speed in the kw = 3 curve is

approximately symmetrical through the mean speed of 10 m/
s. Clearly, kw = 1 seems to be not suitable for determining
the wind speed distribution probability while kw = 3 is more

suitable than kw = 2 for the locations with higher mean wind
speed. So, if a location with mean wind speed around 7–8 m/s,
kw = 2 should be selected. For another case with mean wind

speed around 9–10 m/s, kw = 3 is more appropriate than
kw = 2.

In order to show the influence of the scale factor cw on the
wind speed probability, kw = 2 is selected while different val-

ues of cw are tried. Fig. 4 displays five curves of Weibull pdf
with five values of cw (cw = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16). Observing the
curves can be recognized that the curves with higher cw have

lower maximum probability but have higher mean probability
for all wind speeds. In fact, the peak of the red curve with
cw = 8 is higher than 0.2 but the pink curve of cw = 16 is

about 0.09. The highest probability of other remaining curves
is respectively about 0.16, 0.14 and 0.12. However, as wind
speed increases, the curves with higher cw tend to reach a

higher probability than curves with lower cw. The phenomenon
implies that the higher values of cw are more suitable for loca-
tions with high wind speed but lower values of cw are more
appropriate for locations with lower wind speed.

In general, the wind power is calculated by [78]:

PWwwf Vwwf ¼ 0
� � ¼ PW Vwwf < Vwwf;ci

� �þ P Vwwf > Vwwf;co

� �
¼ CDF Vwwf;ci

� �þ 1� CDF Vwwf;co

� �	 

¼ 1� exp � Vwwf;ci

cwwf

� �kwwf� �
þ exp � Vwwf;co

cwwf

� �kwwf� �
ð11Þ
PWwwf Vwwf ¼ Vwwf;rate

� � ¼ PW Vwwf;rate � Vwwf � Vwwf;co

� �
¼ CDF Vwwf;co

� �� CDF Vwwf;rate

� �
¼ exp � Vwwf;rate

cwwf

� �kwwf� �
þ exp � Vwwf;co

cwwf

� �kwwf� �
ð12Þ
3.5. The effect of Weibull paramters to wind power costs

To investigate the influence of Weibull pdf parameters on elec-
tricity generation costs of WPPs, two WPPs (WPP1 and

WPP2) with rated power of 75 MW and 60 MW are selected
for simulation [79]. Weibull shape and scale parameters are
given by kwf1 = 2 and cwf1 = 9 for WPP1, and kwf2 = 2 and

cwf2 = 10 for WPP2. Moreover, direct cost, underestimation
cost and overestimation cost are ewf1 = 1.6, ewf2 = 1.75,
gwf1 = gwf2 = 1.5 and hwf1 = hwf2 = 3, respectively. Figs. 5
and 6 are plotted to show the variations of direct, underestima-

tion, overestimation and total costs for WPP1 and WPP2,
respectively. The two figures have the same shape. Direct cost
and overestimation cost are increased whereas underestima-

tion cost is decreased as the power is increased. Direction cost
and overestimation cost are zero but underestimation cost is
the highest at the lowest power output, i.e. 0 MW. On the con-

trary, underestimation cost reaches the smallest value of $0 but
direction cost and overestimation cost reach the highest at the
rated power. However, total cost is always increased as the

power output is increased nonlinearly. Consequently, the
determination of optimal power output for WPPs with intent
of reducing total cost has a significant meaning in power sys-
tems with existence of WPPs, TPPs and HEPs.

3.6. The set of constraints of OWHTSS problem

3.6.1. Power balance and generation limits

The first constraint that is seriously taken into account in the
problem is power balance between generation side and con-

sumption side. In this paper, power of generation side is the
total power of WPPs, HEPs and TPPs while power of con-



Fig. 3 Weibull pdf with different kw values.

Fig. 4 Weibull PDF with different cw values.
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sumption side is the total of load demand and power loss in
conductors. The constraint is mathematically expressed as fol-

lows [32]:

XNtp

i¼1

Psi;m þ
XNhp

j¼1

Phj;m þ
XNwf

wf¼1

Pwwf;m

 !
� PLoad;m � PLoss;m

¼ 0 ð13Þ
In order to exactly meet the constraint, power generation of

each power plant must be satisfied within a predetermined

range as the limits below [16]:
Psi;min � Psi;m � Psi;max ð14Þ

Phj;min � Phj;m � Phj;max ð15Þ

Pwwf;min � Pwwf;m � Pwwf;max ð16Þ
3.6.2. Hydraulic constraints

Reservoir volume limits: After each electricity generation hour,
reservoir volume is calculated and it must be within a given

range as shown in the following inequality [17]:



Fig. 5 Cost variation of WPP1.

Fig. 6 Cost variation of WPP2.
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Vhj;min � Vhj;m � Vhj;max; ð17Þ
Discharge limits: Discharge through turbines can drive gen-

erators and produce electricity; however, the discharge must be
within a predetermined range satisfying physical limits of tur-
bines and generators. So, the constraint is considered as fol-

lows [17]:

qhj;min � qhj;m � qhj;max ð18Þ
where qhj,m is a function of hydroelectricity generation as fol-
lows [80]:

qhj;m ¼ ahj þ bhjPhj;m þ chj Phj;m

� �2 ð19Þ
Reservoir volume balance constraint: In addition to the

restrictions of boundary, volume and discharge are also seri-

ously constrained in reservoir all the time as follows [80]:
Vhj;m�1 � Vhj;m þ Ihj;m � qhj;m ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;Nhp;m

¼ 1; � � � ;M ð20Þ
In the constraint, two special values of the mth interval that

must be taken into consideration are the first and the last inter-
vals. As m = 1, Vhj;m-1will be equal to Vhj;0and as m= M,

Vhj;mwill be equal to Vhj;M. The two parts are related to other

operation requirements consisting of available reservoir vol-
ume at the beginning and retained reservoir volume at the
end of a day. The constraints are as follows [80]:

Vhj;0 ¼ Vhj;Available ð21Þ

Vhj;M ¼ Vhj;Require ð22Þ
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4. The proposed HPCSA method

4.1. Classical Cuckoo search Algorithm (CSA)

CSA is a metaheuristic algorithm with two different generation
mechanisms for updating solutions and one selection mecha-

nism for retaining promising solutions and abandoning inef-
fective solutions. The first generation mechanism is based on
Lévy flights random walk around the current solution mean-

while the second generation mechanism is based on mutation
technique similarly in DE. Lévy flights random walk can pro-
duce change steps with high size, expanding search zones
whereas mutation mechanism focuses on local search with a

smaller size step. The two mechanisms are formulated as fol-
lows [42]:

Sonews ¼ Sos þ a0 � L e
Â�
vy nð Þ � Sos � Gbestð Þ ð23Þ

Sonews ¼ Sosifrs � MF

Sos þ @ � Sor1 � Sor2ð Þelse


ð24Þ

In Eq. (23), a0 is the scaling factor within 0 and 1; Lévy (n)
is the Lévy distribution [31], and Gbest is the best candidate
solution in population. In Eq. (24), rs is the random parameter

in [0,1]; MF is a selected factor within [0, 1], called mutation
factor; and Sor1 and Sor2 are two randomly chosen candidate
solutions from the population.

4.2. High performance Cuckoo search Algorithm (HPCSA)

As pointed out in [2,43], CSA can reach solutions close to the
global optimum solution with low possibility, and CSA must

be run by setting high values to population and the iteration
number. This manner leads to the long simulation time and
restricts the wide application for high dimension optimization

problems. The exploration phase may be ineffective as employ-
ing the best solution for newly updating nearby each old solu-
tion [63] while the exploitation phase is stated to be easily

fallen into local optimal zones due to the mutation technique
like the DE algorithm [43]. In addition, MF selection is one
of the highest disadvantages of CSA within the range of 0
and 1.0 [64]. Thus, in the paper, making exploitation phase

more efficient and simplifying the settings of MF are deter-
mined to be the leading duty.

4.2.1. The first modification on two solution update techniques

CSA can solve discontinuous benchmark functions more suc-
cessfully than PSO and GA [42] thank to the Lévy flights-
based exploration mechanism and mutation-based exploita-

tion mechanism. The comer mechanism is applied for exploit-
ing very large search zones but the later mechanism is
employed for focusing on smaller search zones. The jumping

steps based on the deviation of Sor1 and Sor2 as shown in
Eq. (24) are utilized to generate new solutions for all iterations
of one dependent trial run. The fact that solutions tend to be

improved better and move to nearby global optimum solutions
as iteration reaches to its maximum value. In addition, solu-
tion searching space is normally expanded at the beginning,
and it is narrowed at the last iteration. Hence, using the two

solutions-based jumping steps for all iterations can be an inef-
fective approach. Consequently, this paper suggests using dif-
ferent sizes for jumping steps that can be very small, medium,

relatively high or very large jumping steps. For the case that a
high number of solutions is distributed far from each other,
Eq. (24) is retained. But for another case with many solutions

close each other, the largest step is employed instead of the
smallest step in Eq. (24). For another remaining case with a
medium number of solutions close each other, the medium step
is recommended for utilization. For the three considered cases,

the smallest, medium, and largest steps are defined as follows:

DSoSmallest
s ¼ Sor1 � Sosð Þ ð25Þ

DSoMedium
s ¼ Sor1 � Sosð Þ þ Sor2 � Sosð Þ ð26Þ

DSoLargests ¼ Sor1 � Sosð Þ þ Sor2 � Sosð Þ þ Sor3 � Sosð Þ ð27Þ
Where Sor3 is also a randomly selected solution from pop-

ulation similarly to Sor1 and Sor2.
On the other hand, solution searching spaces should be

chosen appropriately and update mechanisms should be

exploited effectively. The different solution spaces can result
in found solutions with different quality. Hence, selected solu-
tions for update and width of solution spaces around these

selected solutions must be determined exactly and effectively.
Clearly, the three steps above are the diversity of solution
space width including narrow width, relatively large width,

and large width. In addition to the width, selected solution
spaces must be also diversified by using the best solution Gbest
and each candidate solution Sos. As a result, three formulas

below are used for the exploration phase in the proposed
HPCSA method.

Sonews ¼ Sos þ a0 � DSoSmallest
s � L e

Â�
vy bð Þ ð28Þ

Sonews ¼ Sos þ a0 � DSoMedium
s � L e

Â�
vy bð Þ ð29Þ

Sonews ¼ Gbestþ a0 � DSoLargests � L e
Â�
vy bð Þ ð30Þ

The three equations above are also the three methods of

selecting search space and search width. If all the three meth-
ods are applied for each old solution’ update progress, the suc-
cess of finding highly effective solution can be very high. But,

the core disadvantage of the use of three methods is time con-
suming for simulation process and it can fall into premature
convergence issue that need to be avoided seriously. Conse-
quently, only one method is selected for update and selection

condition of the sole method must be established for the explo-
ration phase or exploitation phase. The selection condition of
the sole method is described as follows:

In the first stage, the number of close solution pairs and the
number of all solution pairs, Ncsp and MNsp, are obtained by
Algorithm 1.
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In the second stage, calculate the ratio Tol as follows

Tol ¼ Ncsp

MNsp

ð31Þ

Finally, two tolerances consisting of lower tolerance Tollow

and upper tolerance Tolup are selected for determining the
update method as follows:

Sonews ¼
Sos þ @ � DDSoSmallest

s ;Tol < Tollow

Gbestþ @ � DSoLargests ;Tol > Tolup

Sos þ @ � DSoMedium
s ; otherwise

8><
>: ð32Þ

It is clear that Tollow and Tolup directly influence determined
solution spaces and search space width. As observing from
Algorithm 1 and Eq. (31), Tol is within the range from higher

than 0 to 1.0. As a result, Tollow and Tolup should be set to the
range from 0 and 1.0 and Tollow must be less than Tolup.

4.2.2. The second modification

In the second modification,MF is fixed at 1 for updating all old
solutions. This modification seems to be simple, but its contri-
butions to the improvement level of the proposed HPCSA is

high. The contributions are summarized as follows:

1. Reduce simulation time to tune MF.

2. Take the highest possibility of producing new solutions for
all old solutions.

3. Increase the probability of producing promising solutions.

Nevertheless, the applied mechanism is not significantly
effective if the next modification imposed on the exploitation
phase is not applied. In fact, the second modification highly

affects the searching performance, producing high quality
solutions. Furthermore, if the update for all current new solu-
tions becomes ineffective, the selection technique can retain

better ones (which are current old solutions) and abandon
worse ones (which are newly produced solutions). The selec-
tion technique is expressed as follows:

Sos ¼
Sonews ;Ftnews < Fts

Sos; otherwise:


ð33Þ
As shown in Eq. (33), if all solutions are newly updated to
produce Sonews and the newly found solutions are worse than

their old solutions Sos, the equation retains the old ones and
abandons these new ones.

5. The implementation of the proposed HPCSA method for

OSWHT problem

5.1. Selection of control and dependent variables

As shown in Problem Formulation section, the number of
operation parameters regarding HEPs, TPPs and WPPs and
the number of constraints associated with these parameters

are high. However, not every parameter needs to be deter-
mined by using the proposed HPCSA method. All parameters
can be classified into known parameters and unknown param-

eters. The known parameters are input data of the problem
and they are used to determine the unknown parameters where
the proposed HPCSA is in charge of finding these unknown

parameters. The main unknown parameters that need to be
determined in HEPs, TPPs and WPPs are as follows:

– qhj,m, Vhj,m, Phj,m (j = 1, . . ., Nhp; m = 1, . . ., M)

– Psi,m (i = 1, . . ., Nhp; m = 1, . . ., M)
– Pwwf,m (wf = 1, . . ., Nwf; m = 1, . . ., M)

In oder to solve the problem successfully, the main opera-
tion parameters have to be divided into control variables and
dependent variables. One of the successful factors for solving

the problem is the selection of control variables and dependent
variables. In the problem, inequality constraints are presented
in Eqs. (14)-(18) while equality constraints are shown in Eqs.
(13) and (20). These inequality constraints are considered to

bring operation parameters to allowable operation ranges
while the consideration of these equality constraints aim to sat-
isfy the general requirements of the whole system and the

whole hydraulic constraints of reservoirs. For dealing with
the constraints, two variable types including control variables
and dependent variables are defined and included in each solu-

tion. Control variables are directly added in solutions and their
limitations are always warranted by using lower bound and
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upper bound. There are two ways to satisfy the bounds of the
control variables such as either initializing the control vari-
ables within the lower bound and upper bound or setting them

to the lower bound (if they are smaller the bound) and the
upper bound (if they are higher than the bound). On the con-
trary, dependent variables are not direct variables in the solu-

tion and their bounds are not treated as the same way of the
control variables. In general, some of dependent variables
are used as slack variables and their main role is to handle

equality constraints exactly. Thanks to their role, all equality
constraints are always exact but the dependent variables may
violate their limitations. Their violation cannot be repaired
as the control variables but they are penalized in the fitness

function. A successful selection of control varibles and depen-
dent variables is expressed as follows:

– Control variables: Psi,m (i= 2, . . ., Ntp; m = 1, . . ., M);
Vhj,m (j= 1, . . ., Nhp and m = 1, . . ., M�1) and Pwwf,m
(wf = 1, . . ., Nwf; m = 1, . . ., M)

– Dependent variables: qhj,m, Phj,m (j = 1, . . ., Nhp; m = 1,
. . ., M) and Ps1,m (m = 1, . . ., M)

As a result, the control variable number (Ncvs) and the
dependent variable number (Ndvs) are obtained by:

Ncvs ¼ Ntp � 1
� �

:Mþ M� 1ð Þ:Nhp þNwf:M ð34Þ

Ndvs ¼ 2:Nhp:MþM ð35Þ
In addition, the number of equality constraints (13) and

(20) in Section 3 is also concerned in this paper to evaluate

the complex level of a solved system. Basically, a day with
twenty-four hours is an optimal horizon and there will be 48
equality constrains for the case.

5.2. Determination of dependent variables

Among dependent variables, Ps1,m (m= 1, 2, . . ., M) and qhj,m
(j = 1, . . ., Nhp and m= 1, . . ., M) are slack variables used to
guarantee the exactness of equality constraints (13) and (20)
whereas other dependent variables Phj,m (j= 1, . . ., Nhp and

m= 1, . . ., M) do not act as slack variables. The process of
determining the dependent variables and exactly satisfying
the equality constraints (20) and (13) is performed as follows:

Step 1: Vhj,0 and Vhj,M (j = 1, . . ., Nhp) are set to given

parameters Vhj,Available and Vhj,Require as shown in formulas
(21) and (22).

Step 2: Psi,m (i= 2, . . ., Ntp; m= 1, . . ., M), Vhj,m (j = 1,

. . ., Nhp and m= 1, . . ., M�1) and Pwwf,m (wf = 1, . . ., Nwf;
m= 1, . . ., M) are found by using initialization or new solu-
tion generation mechanisms of the proposed method.

Step 3: Currently, Vhj,m (j= 1, . . ., Nhp and m= 1, . . ., M)
are known and substituted in the constraint (20) to calculate
discharge qhj,m (j = 1, . . ., Nhp and m = 1, . . ., M) as follows:

qhj;m¼ V
hj;m-1

-Vhj;mþIhj;m ð36Þ
Step 4: The discharge function (19) is used to find Phj,m

(j = 1, . . ., Nhp and m= 1, . . ., M) as follows:

Phj;m ¼
ðbhj �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½bhj2 � 4ðahj � qhj;mÞ � chj	

q
Þ

2� chj
;Phj;m � 0 ð37Þ
Step 5: For solving the equality constraint (13), Ps1,m
(m = 1, 2, . . ., M) acts as slack variables and it is found by
using the constraint as the following formula.

Ps1;m ¼
XNtp

i¼2

Psi;m þ
XNhp

j¼1

Phj;m þ
XNwf

wf¼1

Pwwf;m

 !
� PLoad;m � PLoss;m

ð38Þ
In the equation, power loss of the whole system is neglected

while PLoad,m is the input data of the problem. In addition, Psi,

m (m = 1, 2, . . ., 24 and i= 2, . . ., Ntp) and Pwwf,m (wf= 1, . . .,
Nwf and m= 1, . . ., M) are control variables, which are

obtained by the proposed method. Unlike other parameters,
Phj,m (wf = 1, . . ., Nwf and m= 1, . . ., M) are dependent vari-
ables but they are not slack variables because it is not used to
balance any equality constraints.

5.3. Fitness function calculation

After having all slack variables including qhj;m by using (36) and
Ps1;mby using (38), the balance of the constraints (20) and (13) is

converted into the penalty terms regarding the violation of
qhj;mand Ps1;m in fitness function. If qhj;mand Ps1;m are less than

lower bounds Psi;min and qhj;min or higher than upper bounds

Psi;max and qhj;max, penalty terms are calculated as follows:

Dqhj;m ¼
qhj;m � qhj;max

� �2
; ifqhj;m > qhj;max

qhj;min � qhj;m
� �2

; ifqhj;m < qhj;min

0otherwise

8>><
>>: ð39Þ

DPs1;m ¼
Ps1;m � Ps1;maxð Þ2; ifPs1;m > Ps1;max

Psi;min � Ps1;m

� �2
; ifPs1;m < Ps1;min

0otherwise

8>><
>>: ð40Þ

In the two equations above, Dqhj,m and DPs1,m are the two
penalty terms associated with the violation of qhj;m and Ps1;m.

In addition, the dependent variables Phj,m are also checked

and penalized if lower or upper bound is violated. The penalty
term DPhj;massociated with the violation of Phj;mis determined

by applying the following model.

DPhj;m ¼
Phj;m � Phj;max

� �2
; ifPhj;m > Phj;max

Phj;min � Phj;m

� �2
; ifPhj;m < Phj;min

0; otherwise

8>><
>>: ð41Þ

After determining all variables and all penalty terms, fitness
function of each solution s (Fts) is calculated to evaluate qual-

ity of available solutions. Fts is obtained by adding objective
TFC to the sum of penalty terms. TFC is easily found by
applying Equation (6) while penalty terms are obtained by
using Equations (39)-(41). Vhj,0 and Vhj,M are always within

the allowed range because they are respectively equal to known
parameters, Vhj,Avaiable and Vhj,Require. As a result, fitness func-
tion of each solution s is calculated by the following equation

Fts ¼ TFCþ K1 �
XNhp

j¼1

XM
m¼1

Dqhj;m þ K2 �
XNhp

j¼1

�
XM
m¼1

DDPhj;m þ K3 �
XM
m¼1

DPs1;m ð42Þ

where K1, K2, and K3 are the penalty coefficients.
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5.4. Correction for violated new solutions

After updating new solutions, newly found decision variables
Psi,m (i = 2, . . ., Ntp; m= 1, . . ., M),Vhj,m (j = 1, . . ., Nhp ;
m= 1, . . ., M�1) and Pwwf,m (wf = 1, . . ., Nwf ; m = 1, . . .,
M) can violate operation limits. So, they need verification
and correction. They will be set to minimum limits if they
are smaller than the limits or they will be set to maximum lim-
its if they have greater values than the limit.

5.5. The procedure of using HPCSA for solving OWHTSS

problem

The HPCSA implementation for OWHTSS problem is pre-
sented in steps below and summarized in Fig. 7.

Step 1: Assign values for Tolup, Tollow, Ps, Itermax and

MF = 1.0
Step 2: Randomly generate the initial population
Step 3: - Determine dependent variables as shown in

Section 5.2
- Determine Fts as shown in Section 5.3
Step 4: Determine Gbest and start the first iteration

(Iter= 1)

Step 5: - Produce Sonew
s using Eqs. (28)-(30)

- Implement Section 5.4 for fixing the new solutions
Step 6: - Determine dependent variables as shown in

Section 5.2
- Determine Fts as shown in Section 5.3

Step 7: Compare Sonew
s and Sosto retain better one using Eq.

(33)
Step 8: Calculate Ncsp and MNsb using Algorithm 1 and Tol

using Eq. (31)
Step 9: - Produce Sonew

s using Eq. (32)

- Implement Section 5.4 for fixing the new solutions
Step 10: - Determine dependent variables as shown in

Section 5.2
- Determine Fts as shown in
Step 11: Compare Sonew

s and Sosto retain better one using

Eq. (33)
Step 12 Determine Gbest

Step 13: If Iter< Itermax, set Iter= Iter+ 1 and back to
Step 5. Otherwise, stop searching and show obtained results.

6. Numerical results

In the section, four different HTSs are solved for reaching
optimal operation parameters. The results from HPCSA are

compared to those of other implemented methods (WCA,
CSA, SDCSA and ACSA) and other previous methods men-
tioned in literature. The detail of these four systems and the

selections of parameters for the proposed HPCSA are pre-
sented as follows:

6.1. Parameters of the four test systems and the proposed
method

6.1.1. Parameters of the four test systems

In the Problem Formulation section, we have presented and
explained objective and constraints of the problem. For better
understanding of the four test systems and input data of the
systems, main parameters of the problem are summarized
and the selection of data for studied systems is explained in
detail. The main parameters of TPPs, HEPs, WPPs and load

demand are as follows:
i) Data of TPPs include coefficients of cost function of

TPPs (asi, bsi, csi, asi and bsi) and power generation limits of

TPPs including Psi,min and Psi,max

ii) Data of HEPs include coefficients of water discharge
function (ahj, bhj and chj), power generation limits (Phj,min

and Phj,max), volume reservoir limits (Vhj,min and Vhj,max), ini-
tial and end reservoir volume (Vhj,0 and Vhj,M), and water
inflow to reservoir over 24 h (Ihj,m)

iii) Data of WPPs include rated power (Pwwf,rate), electricity

prices such as direct price (ewf), underestimation price (gwf) and
overestimation price (hwf), scale factor (cwwf) and shape factor
(kwwf), and wind information such as wind velocity at each per-

iod (Vwwf,m), lower bound (Vwwf,ci), upper bound (Vwwf,co) and
rated wind velocity (Vwwf,rate)

iv) Load demand at each period PLoad,m

All the parameters above have to be suitably selected for
the four studied systems by using data from previous studies
to assure that the proposed HPCSA and other applied meth-

ods can find valid solutions with operation parameters within
allowable ranges. Detail of the four systems is as follows:

1. Test System 1: One TPP and one HEP are optimally sched-

uled over six twelve-hour subintervals [17]. In Appendix,
Table A1 shows data of the TPP meanwhile Table A2
and Table A3 show data of the HEP.

2. Test System 2: Four TPPs and four HEPs supply electricity
to loads over 24 one-hour periods. Nonconvex fuel cost
functions are considered for TPPs. Data of HEPs are mod-

ified from the first system. All data of the system are given
in Table A4, Table A5, and Table A6 in Appendix. In addi-
tion, data of the system is also found in the study [80].

3. Test System 3: This is a modified system by adding two
WPPs to Test System 2. Data of the two WPPs are taken
from [81] including the rated power (80 MW and
120 MW), rated velocity (15 and 16 m/s), and velocity of

wind over 24 h reported in Table A6 in Appendix. The
whole data of the system are also reported in the study
[80]. Other data of WPPs such as prices, scale factor, shape

factor, minimum velocity and maximum velocity are not
used in the Test System 3 because the wind velocity is sup-
posed to be predicted correctly.

4. Test System 4: This system is significantly different from
Test system 3 by replacing the two WPPs with two new
WPPs. The two new WPPs have the rated power of
75 MW and 60 MW, and considers the uncertainty of

velocity characteristic. Because Test system 4 considers
uncertainty of wind, other parameters (such as prices, scale
factor, shape factor, minimum velocity, and maximum

velocity) are used for simulation. The data of the two WPPs
are taken from [79] and reported in Table A7in Appendix.

6.1.2. Selection of parameters for the proposed HPCSA

As applying the proposed method, four main parameters that
need to have suitable values are population Ps, the maximum

iteration number Itermax
, and lower and upper bounds of tol-

erance Tollow and Tolup. Among the four parameters, Ps and



Fig. 7 The iterative algorithm for solving OWHTSS problem.
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Iterrmax are called base control parameters while Tollow and
Tolup are called advanced control parameters. All metaheuris-

tic algorithms have the same base control parameters as the
proposed method whereas the advanced control parameters
of different algorithms are unlike. Some methods have

advanced parameters but other ones have only base control
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parameters. Basically, the two groups of control parameters
affect the results of solving process but base control parame-
ters have clearer impacts on optimal solutions and implemen-

tation time. As applying the proposed method, the selection of
the four parameters is very important for reaching the best per-
formance. The population selection directly affects the imple-

mentation time and optimal solutions of each iteration while
the selection of the maximum iteration number directly affects
the whole implementation and the final optimal solution of

each run. So, the selection of the two base parameters has
the impact on found results of each run including optimal solu-
tion reflected via cost function in $ and implementation time in
seconds. If the implementation time is the sole purpose of the

study, the lowest values of the two parameters are preferred.
Otherwise, high values of the two parameters are selected
and they can result in good cost functions. However, both

the cost function and the implementation time are considered
when setting the parameters. Good optimal solutions with suit-
able cost function are prior but the implementation time has to

be not very long. For high dimension systems with a high num-
ber of control and dependent variables, and a high number of
constraints, the base parameters must be set to high values. On

the contrary, lower values are set for the parameters. The set-
tings are successful if all the constraints of the considered
problem are satisfied after running the proposed method.
And then cost function is selected to be the compared value.

In order to calculate Ncvs and Ndvs, the Eqs. (34) and (35) are
used. Among the four studied test systems, the first system is
the smallest and the last system is the largest. Although the third

and the fourth systems have the same number of HEPs, TPPs
andWPPs, the four system is more complicated due to the uncer-
tainty of wind. In fact, power generation of WPPs over 24 h in

the third system is calculated by using exactly known wind veloc-
ity and the generation is not control or dependent variables. For
the first system with one TPP and one HEP operated in six peri-

ods, Ncvs and Ndvs are 5 and 18 whereas the equality constraint
number is 12 (6 is for the constraint (13) and 6 is for the con-
straint (20)). The second system and the third system have the
same Ncvs and the same Ndvs, which are, respectively, equal to

164 and 216. The last system has the highest Ncvs with 212 vari-
ables but it has the same Ndvs as the second system and the third
system. Test Systems 2, 3 and 4 have the same equality con-

straints, which is 48 in which 24 is the constraint (13) and 24 is
the constraint (20). As a result, the base control parameters are
set to the smallest values for the first system and the highest val-

ues for the last system. By experiment, Ps is set to 10 and 20, and
Itermax is set to 40 for Test System 1. For Systems 2, 3 and 4, Ps is
set to 200 while Itermax is set to 5000 and 10,000 for reaching 50
successful runs. However, the obtained results of the settings

must be analyzed and discussed for concluding the most suitable
selection.

On the contrary to the base control parameters, advanced

control parameters Tollow and Tolup have no impacts on the
implementation time. But they still influence the obtained
results and their settings also have to be decided reasonably

and effectively. Basically, Tollow is chosen in the range between
0 and 0.5, while Tolup is chosen in the range between higher
than 0.5 and 1.0. If Tollow is set to 0.5, using the smallest step

size is highly possible. Similarly, if Tolup is selected to be close
to 0.5 and far away 1.0, the largest step size is highly used. If
the two cases take place, the medium step size is insignificantly
used. On the other hand, if Tollow is set close to 0 and Tolup is
set close to 1.0, the medium step size is highly used. Mean-
while, the use of the smallest and the largest step sizes is very
low. Hence, for balancing the use of the three step sizes, Tollow

and Tolup should be set to the middle points of their range, i.e.
0.25 for Tollow and 0.75 for Tolup.

The applied methods are simulated on MATLAB program

run on a personal computer: Core i7-2.4 GHz, RAM 4 GB.
For each study case, each method is implemented for getting
50 successful runs and then success rate is also reported.
6.2. Comparison and discussion on system 1

For this section, the robustness of the proposed HPCSA over

CSA and SDCSA is proved as solving System 1. For running
all these methods, Ps = 10 and Itermax = 40 are selected. The
collected results are the best, mean and maximum costs for 50
values of fuel cost from 50 successful runs. Then, standard

deviation and average simulation time are also reported for
comparisons. Table 1 summarizes the comparisons of those
parameters. As observing the table, HPCSA is the best method

with the lowest minimum, mean and maximum costs, which
are, respectively, $709862.049, $709900.94, $11811.47 and
224.5 whereas CSA suffers from the highest minimum cost

with $709881.17 and SDCSA suffers from the highest mean
cost with $712539.43 and the highest maximum costs with
$719078.47. Further calculation indicates that CSA and
SDCSA reach greater minimum, mean, and maximum costs

than HPCSA by $19.121 and $16.491, $372.33 and $2638.49,
and $939.15 and $7267, respectively. About the standard devi-
ation (Std. Dev.), HPCSA reaches the smallest value with

224.5 whereas the worst value of 2380.09 is found by SDCSA.
In this regard, CSA with 506.9334 is better than SDCSA but
still worse than HPCSA. The results imply that the search pro-

cess of HPCSA is the most effective and stable among the three
executed methods.

With respect to convergence process of the optimum solu-

tion, Figs. 8 and 9 are plotted to show the best run and mean
of all runs, respectively. In the figures, the curve of CSA is in
blue, that of SDCSA is in black and that of HPCSA is in red.
In Fig. 8, at the 2nd iteration the minimum cost of HPCSA is

less than $711000 whereas CSA and SDCSA have much higher
values. At the fifteenth iteration, CSA and SDCSA still suffer
from higher cost than $711,000. Observing the last iterations

from subfigure in Fig. 8, HPCSA reaches the best cost at the
30th iteration but CSA and SDCSA are searching and their
costs at the final iteration are still higher than the best cost

of HPCSA. In Fig. 9, HPCSA’s mean costs almost do not
change but those of CSA and SDCSA highly fluctuate from
the first iteration to the 10th iteration. The mean costs of
CSA and SDCSA continue to be decreased gradually from

the 10th iteration to the last iteration. The analysis indicates
that HPCSA is much more robust and faster than CSA and
SDCSA for the first system.

For further performance investigation, HPCSA and
SDCSA continue to solve the system by increasing Ps to 20
and retaining Itermax = 40 for comparing to other CSA meth-

ods [28–32]. Table 2 shows the results from compared CSA
methods. The minimum cost comparison indicates the pro-
posed HPCSA and other CSA methods such as OECSA-LD

[28], OECSA-CD [28], CSA-CD [29], CSA-GD [29], CSA-
LD [29] and ASCSA [32] can reach the same quality of found



Table 1 Comparison for results obtained by HPCSA, CSA and SDCSA.

Method Minimum Cost ($) Average Cost ($) Maximum Cost ($) Std. Dev. Cpu. Time (s)

CSA 709881.17 710273.27 712750.62 506.9334 0.02

SDCSA 709878.54 712539.43 719078.47 2380.09 0.02

HPCSA 709862.049 709900.94 711811.47 224.5 0.02

Fig. 8 Fitness vs iteration of the best run obtained by CSA, SDCSA and HPCSA.

Fig. 9 Average fitness vs iteration of 50 successful runs obtained by CSA, SDCSA and HPCSA.
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solutions with the best cost value of $709862.049 whilst MCSA
[30], ACSA [30], ICSA [31], CSA [32], MCSA [32] and SDCSA

reach higher minimum cost. The mean and maximum costs,
and standard deviation of HPCSA are smaller than most
methods excluding OECSA-LD [28] and CSA-LD [29]. How-

ever, it is noted that OECSA-LD [28] and CSA-LD [29] were
run by using Itermax = 300 and Itermax = 400. Furthermore,
HPCSA is much quicker than other compared CSA methods

because these methods were applied by setting Itermax to the
range from 80 to 400. Clearly, HPCSA is the most robust
CSA method with the following advantages:

1. Find better solutions than approximately all other CSA
methods.

2. Reach more stable solution searching process than all other
CSA methods.

3. Use the same population and the same or much smaller

number of iterations.



Table 2 Comparison of results obtained by the proposed and other CSA methods.

Method Ps Itermax
Minimum Cost ($) Average Cost ($) Maximum Cost ($) Std. Dev. Cpu. Time (s)

OECSA-LD [28] 10 300 709862.049 709862.049 709862.049 0.0000 0.18

OECSA-CD [28] 10 300 709862.049 709862.164 709862.671 0.1830 0.18

CSA-CD [29] 50 400 709862.049 709862.052 709862.060 0.0033 0.28

CSA-GD [29] 50 400 709862.049 709862.050 709862.059 0.0030 0.3

CSA-LD [29] 50 400 709862.049 709862.049 709862.051 0.0005 0.33

MCSA [30] 8 100 709862.054 709905.5 710966.963 189.488 0.13

ACSA [30] 8 100 709862.050 709867.65 709989.94 18.690 0.12

ICSA [31] 10 100 709862.052 709862.13 709862.83 0.1600 0.12

CSA [32] 20 80 709862.052 709888.105 710487.279 95.577 0.034

MCSA [32] 20 80 709862.051 709863.007 709865.793 0.88 0.069

ASCSA [32] 20 40 709862.049 709862.162 709863.242 0.263 0.03

SDCSA 20 40 709865.141 710378.679 713016.151 751.786 0.03

HPCSA 20 40 709862.049 709862.049 709862.069 0.002 0.03
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4. Take equal or less simulation time.

In addition, HPCSA and other applied methods, which are
not CSA variants, are compared each other as shown in

Table 3. The minimum cost reflects the same high-quality solu-
tion from HPCSA and others like IEPA [19], FIEPA [19],
EFIEPA [19], RFEP [21] and CSO [27] whereas other meth-

ods, such as GSBA, SAA, GA and EPA, cannot reach the
same best solution. However, it does not mean these methods
and HPCSA with equal solution quality are equally strong

because those methods are run by setting much higher values
to population and the number of iterations. Namely, Ps is
set to the range between 30 and 60, and Itermax is set to the

range between 70 and 500. Furthermore, the average simula-
tion time of HPCSA is also much shorter than that of SAA
[15], EPA [16], EPA [17], IMEPA [19], FIEPA [19], IFEPA
[19] and CSO [27]. In fact, that of HPCSA is 0.03 s but that

of others is from 4.54 s to 2640 s. Although HPCSA and these
methods were run on different computers with different pro-
cessors, the deviation of simulation time is significant. This is

also derived from the deviation of population and iteration
number. The process speed comparison of HPCSA with GSBA
[14], GA [16] and RFEPA [21] is not performed because these

method’s computation time (Cpu. Time) was not reported. In
summary, HPCSA can reach either better or the same results
with others but it is always faster than others for System 1.
Table 3 The best cost’s comparison with different methods.

Method Minimum cost ($)

GSBA [14] 709877.38

SAA [15] 709874.36

GA [16] 709863.56

EPA [16] 709862.06

EPA [17] 709863.29

IMEPA [19] 709862.05

FIEPA [19] 709862.05

IFEPA [19] 709862.05

RFEPA [21] 709862.05

CSO [27] 709862.05

HPCSA 709862.049
6.3. Comparison and discussion on system 2

To investigate the further performance of the proposed
HPCSA, a much larger system is established including four
HEP and four TPPs taking valve effects into account. Further-

more, twenty-four periods are scheduled for more complicated
constraints. These additional factors are the challenges for dis-
tinguishing the performance of HPCSA, WCA, CSA [80],

MASCSA [80], SDCSA [80]and ACSA.
In the first simulation, three applied methods including

WCA, ACSA and the proposed method are simulated by

applying the fair comparison criterion with CSA, MASCSA
and SDCSA, which were run by setting Ps = 200 and
Itermax = 10,000. So, these two settings are reapplied for

ACSA and the propose method but Ps = 400 and
Itermax = 10,000 are the settings for WCA. However, the
results from HPCSA and others are much different where all
costs from HPCSA are greatly lower. For better view of the

strong search of HPCSA, it is simulated fifty more runs by
lowering the iterations to a half, i.e. Itermax = 5000. For the
sake of simplicity, HPCSA with Itermax = 10,000 is repre-

sented by HPCSA1 and HPCSA with Itermax = 5000 is repre-
sented by HPCSA2. Results for the two simulations are
reported in Table 4. To show the influence of Itermax on the

proposed HPCSA performance, the minimum cost, the aver-
age cost, the maximum cost and standard deviation of
Ps Itermax
Cpu. Time (s)

– – –

– 200 901

30 300 –

30 300 8

50 400 2640

60 500 159.18

60 300 101.4

60 150 59.7

– 300 –

30 70 4.54

10 40 0.03



Table 4 Result comparisons for Test System 2.

Method WCA CSA [80] MASCSA [80] SDCSA [80] ACSA HPCSA1 HPCSA2

Ps 400 200 200 200 200 200 200

Itermax 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 5,000

Minimum cost ($) 35038.51 35640.09 35447.25 35550.06 35273.64 34857.24 35014.25

Average cost ($) 36251.45 36835.21 36355.55 36694.27 36086.4 35903.64 36325.34

Maximum cost ($) 37951.43 38616.82 37533.4 38595.07 36826.15 37391.19 37918.26

Std. dev. 506.3741 595.36 458.1301 628.65 390.761 570.65 726.3221

Cpu. Time (s) 655.5 437.30 457.92 498.71 490.9704 439.13 215.69

Success rate (%) 92.6 71.4 100 100 100 100 100

Noted that HPCSA1 is HPCSA with Itermax = 10,000; HPCSA2 is HPCSA with Itermax = 5000.
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HPCSA1 and HPCSA2 are compared each other. These values

of HPCSA1 are $34857.24, $35903.64, $37391.19 and 570.65
respectively whereas those of HPCSA2 are $ 35014.25,
$36325.34, $37918.26 and 726.3221 respectively. Clearly,

HPCSA1 reaches less costs and less standard deviation than
HPCSA2 by $157.01, $421.71, $ 527.07 and 155.672, respec-
tively. However, the success rate is equal to 100% for both
HPCSA1 and HPCSA2. The comparisons indicate that the

efficiency of the HPCSA is higher when setting higher value
to Itermax but HPCSA still reaches the best constraint handling
ability when Itermax is set to smaller values. Both the better

results of HPCSA1 and the worse results of HPCSA2 are com-
pared to other methods in Table 4. For a better view of perfor-
mance comparison, saving costs of HPCSA1 and HPCSA2 as

compared to other methods are calculated and plotted in
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Different color bars are used in
the figures where the blue bars, orange bars and grey bars rep-

resents the saving minimum cost, the saving average cost and
the saving maximum cost. The values above bars illustrate that
HPCSA1 can reach less minimum cost than WCA, CSA,
SDCSA, ACSA and MASCSA by $181.27, $782.85, $692.82,

$416.4 and $590.01, respectively. The cost reduction is con-
verted into the improvement level [82] for clearer comparisons.
HPCSA1 can get the improvement level over WCA, CSA,

SDCSA, ACSA and MASCSA to be 0.52%, 2.2%, 1.95%,
Fig. 10 Saving cost of HPCSA1 as co
1.18%, and 1.66%. Similarly, as compared to these methods,

the reduction cost and improvement level of HPCSA2 are
$24.26, $625.84, $535.81, $259.39 and $433, and 0.07%,
1.76%, 1.51%, 0.74% and 1.22%. The values in percent reveal

that HPCSA can reach better solutions than WCA, CSA,
SDCSA, ACSA and MASCSA. It is emphasized that HPCSA2
uses only 5,000 iterations but others use 10,000 iterations. For
the case of using the same 10,000 iterations, the improvement

of HPCSA1 over the others is considerable. Furthermore,
HPCSA reaches lower average cost and lower maximum cost
than the three methods, excluding the maximum cost compar-

ison between HPCSA1 and ACSA, the average cost compar-
ison between HPCSA2 and WCA, and the average and
maximum cost comparisons between HPCSA2 and ACSA.

Computation time from HPCSA2 is much shorter than that
of WCA, CSA, SDCSA and ACSA. Meanwhile, the computa-
tion time of HPCSA1 is also shorter because the mutation fac-

tor is fixed at 1.0 causing the reduction of computation steps.
About the success rate, the proposed method, MASCSA,
SDCSA and ACSA can reach the best constraint handling
ability with the 100% whilst WCA and CSA have weaker abil-

ity with the 92.6% success rate and the 71.4% success rate.
The best run from all 50 independent trial runs obtained by

WCA, ACSA and HPCSA are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, in

which Fig. 12 shows the best run of HPCSA with 10,000 iter-
mpared to others for Test System 2.



Fig. 11 Saving cost of HPCSA2 as compared to others for Test System 2.

Fig. 12 The feature of the best run obtained by HPCSA and other methods with the same Itermax = 10,000 for System 2.
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ations and Fig. 13 shows the best run of HPCSA with 5000
iterations. It is noted that the curve of WCA and ACSA are
the same in Figs. 12 and 13 but those are different for HPCSA.

Fig. 12 points out that HPCSA is much faster than ACSA but
it is not faster than WCA for the whole best run. In fact, all red
points are below those of pink points while red points are

above green points for the first 5500 iterations. Hereafter the
5500th iteration to the final iteration, red points are below
green points. Furthermore, hereafter the 5500th iteration to

the final iteration, red points have a high reduction and they
always have much less cost than green points. And even the
solution of HPCSA at 7000 iterations is much better than that

of WCA and ACSA at final iteration. In Fig. 13, HPCSA can
be much faster than both ACSA and WCA from the beginning
to the end of the search process. Even the solution of HPCSA
at the 3000th iteration is much better than that of ACSA at the
end, and the soliton of HPCSA at the 5000th iteration is much
better than that of WCA at the 10,000 iteration. The cost of 50
runs from HPCSA, WCA and ACSA with Itermax = 10,000 is

ranged in the ascending order and plotted in Fig. 14. The curve
of HPCSA in red is always below the curves of ACSA and
WCA in pink and green excluding the comparison with

WCA for the cost of the 47th, 48th and 49th arranged solu-
tions. Clearly, HPCSA is much faster and more effective than
ACSA and WCA for the system.
6.4. Comparison and discussion on system 3

In this section, WCA, ACSA and HPCSA are run on System 3.

Like results from System 2, the proposed method is simulated
two times of 50 runs with two settings, Ps = 200 and



Fig. 13 The feature of the best run obtained by HPCSA and other methods with different settings for Itermax.

Fig. 14 The cost of 50 runs arranged from the best to worst values for System 2.

Table 5 Result comparisons for test system 3.

Method WCA CSA [80] MASCSA [80] SDCSA [80] ACSA HPCSA1 HPCSA2

Ps 400 200 200 200 200 200 200

Itermax 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 5,000

Minimum cost ($) 27,131.26 27,890.67 27205.16 27,628.06 27,538.26 26,439.00 26,918.94

Average cost ($) 27,952.23 28,682.37 28109.42 28,576.17 28,338.26 27,906.79 28,088.37

Maximum cost ($) 29,117.93 29,793.52 29346.04 29,638.01 30,026.01 29,536.88 29,831.74

Std. dev. 394.2705 471.41 421.88 494.50 476.0928 728.17 775.0605

Cpu. Time (s) 648.4 440.5 462.4 499. 1 490.97 434.6 217.0

Success rate (%) 100 69.4 100 76.9 81.97 100 100

Noted that HPCSA1 is HPCSA with Itermax = 10,000; HPCSA2 is HPCSA with Itermax = 5000.
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Itermax = 10,000, and Ps = 200 and Itermax = 5,000 while
ACSA and WCA are simulated one time of 50 runs with set-
ting of 400 and 10,000, and 200 and 10,000 for Ps and Itermax.

The best results of all executed methods accompany with CSA,
SDCSA and MASCSA in [80] are reported in Table 5. HPCSA
also has two results with different iteration numbers in terms

of HPCSA1 and HPCSA2. HPCSA1 and HPCSA2 are com-
pared to others calculating the smaller minimum, mean and
maximum costs by plotting Figs. 15 and 16. The bars’ direction

and numbers above indicate that HPCSA1 can reach much less
minimum cost than other ones from $692.26 to $1451.67
equivalent to smaller than from 2.55% to 5.20% of others.
Although HPCSA2 cannot reach the same better results as

HPCSA1, it can reach the cost reduction by from $212.32 to
$971.73 corresponding to the improvement from 0.78% to
3.48%. Similarly, HPCSA1 can reach a much better average

cost and a maximum cost than other methods excluding the
maximum cost comparison with WCA whereas HPCSA2 can-
not reach a better average cost and a maximum cost than other
Fig. 15 Saving cost of HPCSA1 as co

Fig. 16 Saving cost of HPCSA2 as co
ones. This issue is also easily understood because HPCSA2 has
used only 5000 iterations but others have used 10,000 itera-
tions. Nevertheless, the maximum cost is not the most impor-

tant comparison factor but the minimum cost.
In addition, HPCSA is more robust than other ones about

the ability of dealing with all constraints. Both HPCSA1 and

HPCSA have the 100% success rate but other methods with
10,000 iterations such as CSA [80], SDCSA [80] and ACSA
only reach the success rate of 69.4%, 76.9% and 81.97%,

respectively. WCA and MASCSA [80] also have the same
100% success rate; however, the methods have used 10,000
iterations. Furthermore, HPCSA is always faster than others
ones for the two cases of using either 5000 or 10,000 iterations,

especially for the comparison with WCA. The computation
time is 217.0 and 434.6 s for HPCSA with 5000 and 10,000 iter-
ations but that of others are 648.4, 440.5, 462.4, 499.1 and

490.97 s. In summary, HPCSA can reach better cost than all
methods, higher or the same success rate with others but it is
much faster than others. As a result, the conclusion is that
mpared to others for Test System 3.

mpared to others for Test System 3.



Fig. 17 Fitness vs iteration of the best run with the same Itermax for Test System 3.
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HPCSA is more robust than WCA, ACSA and other methods in

[80] including CSA, MASCSA and SDCSA for Test System 3.
The best convergence characteristics obtained by WCA,

ACSA and HPCSA are depicted in Figs. 17 and 18 for seeing

the whole computation process. In Fig. 17, the curves of WCA,
ACSA and HPCSA are the reuslts of running the three meth-
ods by using 10,000 iterations. In Fig. 18, the curves of WCA
and ACSA are redepicted for comparisong with another curve

of HPCSA with the setting of 5000 iterations. The two figures
have the same results once HPCSA have smaller cost than
both WCA and ACSA although these costs of HPCSA found

at the 5000th iteration and those of others found at the
10,000th iteration. These costs of HPCSA in Figs. 17 and 18
are less than $26,500 and $27,000 but that of WCA and ACSA

is much higher than $27,000. Clearly, the perofmance of
Fig. 18 Fitness vs iteration of the best r
HPCSA is higher and HPCSA is about two times faster than

WCA and ACSA. In addition, 50 cost values of WCA, ACSA
and HPCSA are sorted in ascending order of values and plot-
ted in Fig. 19 for the comaprsion of stability over 50 different

runs. The red curve of HPCSA has thirty solutions and fourty-
two solutions with less cost than pink curve of ACSA and
green curve of WCA, respectively. From the 1st to the 30th
solution, HPCSA has much less cost than solution of WCA.

Similarly, HPCSA also obtains much smaller cost than ACSA
from the 1st to the 42th solution. From the discussion on gra-
phic results, the search performance of HPCSA is significantly

more effective than WCA and ACSA in terms the effectiveness
and the stability.

From results’ analysis on Test Systems 2 and 3, it can be

summarized as follows:
un with different Itermax for System 3.



Fig. 19 The cost of 50 runs arranged from the best to worst values for System 3.
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1. HPCSA can find valid solutions for all trial runs by setting
the iteration number to 5000 iterations, but other methods
fail to reach one valid solution for 50 trial runs.

2. HPCSA can find better solutions with much less fuel cost

than other methods even for the case using only half itera-
tion number of others.

3. HPCSA is much faster than others, about higher two times.

6.5. Comparison and discussion on system 4

In this section, WCA, CSA, SDCSA, ACSA and HPCSA are
run on the most complicated system with four thermal plants,
four hydroelectric plants and two wind power plants. Because

this system is first developed and solved by HPCSA together
with WCA, CSA, SDCSA and ACSA. Ps = 200 and
Itermax = 10,000 are selected for CSA methods but Ps = 400
and Itermax = 10,000 are selected for WCA. On the contrary

to System 2 and System 3, HPCSA cannot reach better results
than all other methods for the system as setting
Itermax = 5,000. So, Table 6 only reports the results from
Table 6 Result comparisons for test system 4.

Method WCA CSA

Ps 400 200

Itermax 10,000 10,000

Minimum cost ($) 37,405.12 37,628.51

Average cost ($) 39,161.90 38,724.29

Maximum cost ($) 41,034.92 40,040.24

Std. dev. 1,150.83 591.64

Cpu. Time (s) 1334.4 769.1

Success rate (%) 45.9 94.3
HPCSA and other ones for the setting of Itermax = 10,000.
The minimum cost, average cost, and maximum cost of

HPCSA obtained from 50 different runs are $36201.55,
$37768.79, and $39,449.23, respectively. And these costs are
less than those of other methods excluding the comparison

with ACSA for the maximum cost. The maximum cost of
ACSA is $39031.30. For showing saving cost (in $) of HPCSA
as compared to others, Fig. 20 is plotted. Then, the saving cost

in $ is converted into in % and plotted in Fig. 21. From the
minimum cost bars in blue, HPCSA can reduce from
$759.49 to $1426.96 equivalent to 2.05% of the cost of the
second-best method ACSA and 3.79% of the cost of the worst

method CSA. From the mean cost bars in red, the proposed
HPCSA still outperforms other ones with saving cost from
$7.8 to $1393.11, which are equivalent to 0.02% and 3.56%

of the second-best method ACSA and the worst method
WCA. For the maximum cost bars in grey, the proposed
method is worse than ACSA by reaching higher cost of

$417.93 but its maximum cost is much less than that of other
ones, namely the less costs equaling $591.01 and $1585.69 as
compared to the third-best method CSA and the worst method
SDCSA ACSA HPCSA

200 200 200

10,000 10,000 10,000

37,198.45 36,961.04 36,201.55

38,675.19 37,776.59 37,768.79

40,465.66 39,031.30 39,449.23

716.43 397.02 691.55

809.8 860.6 758.0

100.0 100.0 100.0



Fig. 20 Saving cost in ($) of HPCSA as compared to other ones for System 4.

Fig. 21 Cost improvement percentage of HPCSA as compared to other ones for System 4.
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WCA. The saving costs are equal to 1.48% and 3.86% of max-
imum cost of CSA and WCA. Although HPCSA reaches

higher maximum cost than ACSA, it is still the best method
among the five applied ones because HPCSA has the smallest
minimum and mean costs.

For further investigation of the applied methods’ perfor-
mance, the fifty costs of all methods are sorted in the ascending
order and plotted in Fig. 22. And the whole search of the best

run among 50 runs is plotted in Fig. 18. In Fig. 22, the cost
curve of HPCSA in red is below other curves excluding the
pink curve of ACSA from the 34th solution to the 50th solu-

tion. In Fig. 23, the proposed method finds better solutions
sooner than others and the obtained solutions of HPCSA are
much better than those of all other ones for from the 7000th
iteration to the final iteration. Furthermore, the obtained solu-

tion of HPCSA at the 7000th iteration is also much better than
that of other ones at the final iteration. The result analysis
above reveals HPCSA is greatly more robust than WCA,

CSA, SDCSA and ACSA.
Optimal solutions are reported in Table A8, Table A9,
Table A10 and Table A11 in the Appendix.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the optimal Wind-Hydro-Thermal system
scheduling problem was solved for reaching the most effective
electric generation cost from all TPPs and successfully han-
dling all concerned constraints by using the proposed HPCSA

and four other methods such as WCA, CSA, SDCSA and
ACSA. The solved problem was a big challenge for all the
applied methods once it considered the valve effects of thermal

power plants, reservoir volume constraints of hydroelectric
plants and the uncertainty of wind feature over twenty-four
one-hour periods. The applied methods were executed for

reaching the most effective electric generation cost and success-
fully handling all concerned constraints. Four test systems
arranged from the simplest to the most complicated were uti-



Fig. 23 The best characteristic of the executed 50 runs for System 4.

Fig. 22 The cost of 50 runs arranged from the best to worst values for System 4.
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lized in which the largest system was comprised of four thermal
power plants, four hydroelectric plants and two wind power
plants where wind speed feature was supposed to be uncertain.

For each method, fifty successful runs were obtained to collect
fifty optimal cost values and find the minimum, average and
maximum cost together with the standard deviation. In addi-

tion, a success rate to reach the fifty successful run and the
average computation time of each run were also used as com-
parison criteria. For the first system with comparison to many
previous methods and many modified versions of CSA,
HPCSA could find either the same or less cost than others

but fifty optimal solutions of HPCSA had a better mean cost
and a better maximum cost. Furthermore, HPCSA was also
faster than others in terms of computation time and values

of population and iterations. The three values of HPCSA were
respectively 0.03 s, 20 and 40 but those of others were much
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higher and up to 2640 s, 60 and 500, respectively. For the com-
parison of Test Systems 2 and 3, HPCSA was clearly superior
to WCA, CSA, SDCSA and ACSA. HPCSA only used 200

and 5,000 but CSA, SDCSA and ACSA used 200 and 10,000
whilst WCA used 400 and 10,000 for population and itera-
tions. But the best cost was found by HPCSA and the highest

success rate of 100% was also from HPCSA while others had
the same or much lower success rate. Namely, the success rate
of WCA, CSA, MASCSA, SDCSA and ACSA was 92.6%,

71.4%, 100%, 100% and 100% for System 2, and 100%,
69.4%, 100%, 76.9% and 81.97% for System 3. For the last
system with the most complicated feature and the highest num-
ber of control variables, HPCSA was still the best method

reaching the lowest cost, the best mean cost, and the highest
success rate of 100% although it had the same settings as
CSA, SDCSA and ACSA with 200 for population and

10,000 for iterations. WCA was still run by using 400 for pop-
ulation and 10,000 for iterations. The success rate of WCA,
CSA, SDCSA and ACSA was 45.9%, 94.3%, 100% and

100% respectively. From the analysis above, it can indicate
that the proposed HPCSA is a powerful approach for the con-
Table A1 Data of thermal units for Test System 1.

i asi bsi csi as

1 575 9.2 0.00184 0

Table A2 Generation function and limits of the hydroelectric plan

j ahj bhj chj Phj,min

(MW)

Phj,max

(MW)

Vhj,0 (Acre-

ft)

Vhj,M (Ac

ft)

1 330 4.97 0 0 1000 10,0000 60,000

Table A3 Load and inflow of Test System 1.

m PLoad;m(MW) Ih1;m(acre-ft/h)

1 1200 2000

2 1500 2000

3 1100 2000

4 1800 2000

5 950 2000

6 1300 2000

Table A5 The generation function and limits of hydroelectric plan

j Phj,min

(MW)

Phj,max

(MW)

ahj bhj chj Vhj,min

(Acre-ft)

Vhj,

(Ac

1 0 1000 330 4.970 0.0001 60,000 120

2 0 1000 350 5.20 0.0001 60,000 120

3 0 1000 280 5.0 0.00011 60,000 120

4 0 1000 300 4.80 0.00011 60,000 120
sidered OWHTSS problem with a high dimension, valve effects
of TPPs and the uncertainty of wind feature.
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Table A6 Load demand and inflows of Systems 2, 3 and 4, and wind data of System 3.

m PLoad,m (MW) Ih1;m (acre-ft/h) Ih2;m (acre-ft/h) Ih3;m (acre-ft/h) Ih4;m (acre-ft/h) Vw1;m (m/s) Vw2;m (m/s)

1 1200 1000.000 800.000 800.000 600.000 13.25 11.8

2 1500 600.000 500.000 600.000 600.000 14 12

3 1100 700.000 500.000 700.000 700.000 12.75 12.2

4 1800 900.000 700.000 900.000 900.000 11.9 12.4

5 1200 900.000 700.000 900.000 900.000 12.5 12.5

6 1300 800.000 1000.000 800.000 800.000 13.9 14

7 1200 800.000 800.000 800.000 800.000 11.8 15

8 1500 700.000 800.000 700.000 700.000 12.7 14.5

9 1100 500.000 800.000 500.000 500.000 12.9 13

10 1800 500.000 800.000 500.000 500.000 12.2 13.75

11 1200 500.000 1000.000 500.000 500.000 15 13.4

12 1300 500.000 500.000 500.000 500.000 13.25 13.4

13 1200 800.000 500.000 700.000 800.000 14.3 12.8

14 1500 900.000 600.000 500.000 900.000 14.1 12.25

15 1100 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000 14.25 11.4

16 1800 500.000 500.000 500.000 900.000 11.75 11.5

17 1200 950.000 950.000 950.000 900.000 13.75 11

18 1300 650.000 650.000 650.000 900.000 12.6 11.25

19 1200 550.000 550.000 550.000 700.000 11.5 11.1

20 1500 600.000 800.000 600.000 600.000 11.9 11

21 1100 600.000 800.000 600.000 600.000 14.5 11.45

22 1800 350.000 800.000 350.000 700.000 16 11.8

23 1200 600.000 1000.000 600.000 600.000 12.7 11.75

24 1300 400.000 400.000 800.000 800.000 13 12.25

Table A7 Wind data of System 4.

wf Pwwf,rate(MW) cwwf kwwf ewf ($/MWh) gwf ($/MWh) hwf ($/MWh) Vwwf;ci(m/s) Vwwf;rate(m/s) Vwwf;co(m/s)

1 75 9 2 1.6 1.5 3.0 3 16 25

2 60 10 2 1.75 1.5 3.0 3 16 25

Table A8 Optimal control variables found by HPCSA for System 1.

m Vh1,m (acre-ft)

1 101927.5689

2 85963.1031

3 93854.7533

4 60000.0000

5 70435.9926

6 60,000
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Table A9 Optimal control variables found by HPCSA for System 2.

m Vh1,m (acre-ft) Vh2,m (acre-ft) Vh3,m (acre-ft) Vh4,m (acre-ft) Ps2,m (MW) Ps3,m (MW) Ps4,m (MW)

1 99735.0786 100449.99 100519.95 100299.16 258.0216 10.0749 369.0397

2 96713.9475 100298.48 100839.93 100489.4 10.0000 10.0000 500.0000

3 97071.5892 96827.062 101258.34 100806.29 10.0000 94.9488 120.5108

4 96836.4317 92641.402 101874.7 99406.056 10.0000 179.8184 10.0000

5 97270.327 90973.588 102491.39 98439.32 10.0000 179.8158 105.8780

6 97663.6205 90257.648 102906.42 96759.337 10.0000 96.3282 279.2792

7 98068.4376 86996.878 102957.85 96337.433 10.0000 10.9846 10.0000

8 98350.2031 87400.574 100478.09 94577.366 10.0033 10.0000 189.5256

9 98200.9405 87478.756 100693.17 93092.596 10.0008 349.6186 10.0000

10 96080.5991 87538.122 99472.917 92732.272 175.3443 434.5071 10.2067

11 95933.4019 88187.876 98519.729 92425.213 92.6741 179.8157 279.2813

12 95161.3554 88333.25 96533.476 91537.616 10.0000 179.8157 12.3795

13 95583.6922 88474.752 96496.852 87737.865 10.0000 10.0059 189.5184

14 91597.7423 88715.891 96435.62 87905.258 10.0000 264.7213 10.0000

15 91806.3774 88962.76 96620.278 86971.43 10.0000 179.8154 369.0162

16 90826.8306 89111.574 95864.711 85992.639 92.6737 264.7217 369.0340

17 91072.46 89359.922 96247.782 86589.395 92.6637 550.0000 189.5210

18 90359.2258 88876.778 95587.991 87109.168 10.0000 264.7037 279.2792

19 89369.8584 88054.904 94813.665 87441.369 10.0001 94.9075 189.5193

20 85999.0607 88439.013 93247.012 87672.125 10.0000 10.0000 189.5184

21 86175.3547 88888.525 91039.928 87851.939 10.0000 10.0000 369.0363

22 81553.0297 89318.414 87764.588 88147.519 10.0001 10.0000 10.6657

23 80653.6497 89950.05 85963.404 88037.371 10.0000 179.8156 99.7588

24 60000.0001 120,000 60,000 119900.65 10.0000 10.0000 99.7594

Table A10 Optimal control variables found by HPCSA for System 3.

m Vh1,m (acre-ft) Vh2,m (acre-ft) Vh3,m (acre-ft) Vh4,m (acre-ft) Ps2,m (MW) Ps3,m (MW) Ps4,m (MW) Pw1;m (MW) Pw2;m (MW)

1 98583.1927 100443.6145 100175.4074 98158.7428 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 99 54.4

2 98405.4221 100465.8123 99047.1274 94968.3235 10.0000 94.9079 24.7805 108 56

3 97781.6541 100567.0146 98633.0415 93156.1309 10.0000 10.0000 10.0067 93 57.6

4 94951.5839 100813.6506 99027.3652 91956.9025 10.0000 179.8141 189.5196 82.8 59.2

5 92756.3648 100928.6709 99644.5401 92222.3763 10.0000 17.8147 189.5203 90 60

6 91664.2507 99773.7491 100163.7416 92653.6351 92.6694 179.8153 10.0000 106.8 72

7 91154.5437 99902.5256 100683.7385 92071.7927 10.0000 10.0000 369.0392 81.6 80

8 90579.7357 97712.8920 101103.4112 92471.7899 92.6736 10.0000 369.0392 93 76

9 90150.7814 97081.3519 101322.3452 92670.6490 10.0000 347.7433 10.0001 94.8 64

10 86874.8166 96595.4640 101527.6198 92844.8920 10.0000 94.9092 500.0000 86.4 70

11 84647.2925 96654.2302 101744.4100 92832.0287 10.0000 10.0000 189.5198 120 67.2

12 84715.7654 95362.2575 101964.3846 91132.2896 10.0003 179.8156 10.0002 99 67.2

13 84441.5367 95504.3057 101800.7883 89342.5996 10.0000 10.0000 99.7598 111.6 62.4

14 84457.2880 93860.6785 99621.5695 89416.2362 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 109.2 58

15 84188.7047 94074.1849 98550.1590 89296.8550 92.2565 10.0000 189.5194 111 51.2

16 84110.4452 91152.3443 95425.1933 89046.6344 10.0004 10.0000 10.0000 81 52

17 84710.9124 91381.2027 93428.5204 88832.4973 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 105 48

18 83219.9489 91116.7336 93681.4926 88402.2666 10.0001 264.6652 10.0037 91.2 50

19 83138.8991 90431.2253 93274.4675 88787.8967 10.0000 94.9076 354.4397 78 48.8

20 81031.2979 88860.1369 92200.3571 88918.2908 10.0000 10.0012 10.0001 82.8 48

21 81070.0188 89136.2841 92357.9131 88188.5190 10.0001 10.0000 499.9999 114 51.6

22 80939.6886 89522.9293 88937.1772 86068.4279 10.0000 10.0000 189.5194 120 54.4

23 79945.5482 89971.6622 89209.9373 84947.7732 91.8236 10.0000 189.5196 92.4 54

24 80000.0000 90000.0000 85000.0000 85000.0000 10.0000 10.0000 10.0000 96 58
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Table A11 Optimal control variables found by HPCSA for System 4.

m Vh1,m (acre-ft) Vh2,m (acre-ft) Vh3,m (acre-ft) Vh4,m (acre-ft) Ps2,m (MW) Ps3,m (MW) Ps4,m (MW) Pw1;m (MW) Pw2;m (MW)

1 98988.66 99635.69 100060.5 98531.27 10 10 99.76303 20.0895 22.3205

2 98887.29 95618.45 100380.2 96922.86 10 10 10 21.3095 23.4965

3 98411.42 93353.1 100269.1 97243.74 10 10 189.5196 21.3095 28.1475

4 96737.47 91150.34 99312.83 97661.06 92.67349 179.8158 99.87106 24.8455 29.2985

5 96879.1 90897.98 97530.5 97949.01 10 94.90791 189.5196 0.001 75

6 95586.57 90733.53 95313.94 98388.07 10 10 99.79311 0.001 29.8045

7 95799.38 90870.28 95547.6 98573.25 10 550 189.5196 22.4265 26.4235

8 95,420 90893.06 92955.94 97328.78 10 94.98054 10 23.8595 27.2245

9 95520.83 91275.98 92961.74 94,452 10 10 189.5196 21.9415 0.001

10 94993.21 91562.36 88761.25 93037.09 10 179.8158 99.75985 21.1755 27.8645

11 94833.45 92039.13 86995.67 93131.34 10 179.8158 279.2794 22.4005 26.1465

12 93709.54 91884.19 86207.62 91939.07 10 264.7196 10 19.4955 22.2555

13 92737.82 90928.61 86586.68 92,244 91.92801 179.8158 189.5196 0.001 22.7085

14 90962.27 89777.39 86685.03 92129.54 10 179.8158 99.81829 60 75

15 90485.59 89529.33 86976.07 92297.61 10 264.7237 279.2794 21.7265 0.001

16 89844.34 88557.17 87179.48 90420.96 10 264.7237 369.0388 19.6835 0.001

17 90286.41 88684.37 87817.16 89870.77 92.67349 349.6284 189.5196 0.001 29.7735

18 90238.56 87931.89 88184.34 90448.68 92.67349 179.8158 369.0392 25.3995 28.2295

19 90456.7 87956.41 88452.38 90136.23 175.3108 179.8158 369.018 22.5775 25.2405

20 90630.17 88401.86 88713.65 88322.97 92.67349 264.7237 369.0392 60 0.001

21 89090.51 88850.02 89016.39 88231.61 10 264.7237 189.5196 22.0035 0.001

22 87059.31 89300.01 84764.23 87630.04 10 10 99.76358 21.6905 25.8575

23 83477.84 89950.01 84692.57 86869.88 10 10 10.00004 20.2785 0.001

24 120,000 60,000 60,000 120,000 10 10 10.00036 10.7815 14.5985
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